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Lessons Learned

Resonant Themes

Framework for Future Action

Q&A
Honor of a Lifetime
Influence Without Authority

- Distributed decision-rights.
- Think of the end at the beginning.
- Write it down. Make it happen.
- Find your doers.
- Entrepreneur is someone who is not limited by the resources directly under their control. (That’s you!)
- You can get more done if you don’t care who gets the credit.
- Better to light a candle than cry out in the darkness.
Higher ed and its place in society.

Hands-on, or bust.

CS + X.

Potential advantages

“Major in a discipline, minor in a problem”

Examples to build upon
Key Questions

Is this a compelling frame?

Can it advance our goals? (knowledge, equity)

What tactics should we consider?
But we can’t stop there. Let’s brainstorm together!
Thank you!

kgarg@societyforscience.org